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The President’s Field of View
Blinky Lights
It is better to light one candle than to curse the darkness. But if you are an astronomer, you’d better have a
red filter on that candle. I’ve given a couple presentations at club meetings in past years about astronomy
gadgets, but my favorite of those gadgets are my red Blinky lights. They may not keep me from cursing
the darkness, but they do keep me from cursing when I trip on the
legs of my telescope tripod in the dark.
Blinky lights are a set of three battery-operated LED lights, each
about 1”x2”x ½”. One attaches by keychain to the bottom of each
of my three tripod legs. Each contains two AA batteries. Running
them for several hours each time I am out observing, the first set
of original batteries lasted me five years. I bought my Blinky lights
from scopestuff.com, a great source for all sorts of astronomy
gadgets. http://www.scopestuff.com/ss_blnk.htm
Besides bumping into my tripod legs, when I am under very dark
skies I sometimes bump into the legs or sides of my tables and
chairs. To solve this problem, I have put 1”x1” squares of glow
tape onto each leg and each table corner. When exposed to just
an hour of sunlight while I am setting up my gear around sunset,
these tapes glow dimly for the whole
rest of the night. The tape I use is
“Long Life Photoluminescent Tape”
from identi-tape.com. But if you just
want a small quantity instead of a whole roll, WAS members can buy it at
$2 per foot from our club supplies from Jonathan Kade at a WAS meeting.
So quit cursing and start blinking or glowing.				

--Jon
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The SWAP SHOP
This column is for those
interested in buying, trading or
selling. Ads run for six months.
The month and year the ad will be
removed is shown. Submit ads to
publications@warrenastro.org.
ETX 90, not used, like brand new. (3-2012)
$350 or Best Offier
Contact Jim Hurley at coachjimjv@yahoo.com

8” Zhummel Dobsonian Telescope for sale I have
owned it for a little over 2.5 yrs now and it is in excellent
condition, The Optics on it are very clean and the views
are beautiful!! Includes:
• Right angle finder scope 8x50mm
• Dual speed crayford that holds both 1.25” EP’s and
2” EP’s
• A cooling fan on the primary end of the scope +
battery pack for the fan
• A laser collimator (which has been collimated)
• 3 1.25” EP’s: 4mm, 12.5mm, and 20mm
• A moon filter (also for 1.25”)
I will also throw in an off axis Solar Filter (home made)
and a (home made) solar filter for the finder scope.
Both were made with Baader solar film (white light)
I’m asking $300
if you have any questions regarding this scope please
contact Dale M. at lionsfan0_16@yahoo.com (3-2012)

Celestron CGE-PRO ultra heavy duty tripod with 3”
legs. Unused in new condition. It came with the new
CGE Pro German mount and 14” SCT telescope that
is at the Boy Scout Observatory at DbarA scout camp.
The telescope is on a pier so the tripod is not needed.
It can be easily modified to handle many different types
of scope mounts...not just the CGE PRO. If you have a
wobbly 2” leg tripod this is your answer! Help support
the Boy Scouts and consider getting this great tripod.
Only asking $150 which is a steal! (3-2012)
Contact Bob Berta at biker123@att.net to get more
information.

D
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When Karen and I were in Chicago recently at the
conclusion of our Great Lakes Cruise, we visited the
newly renovated Adler
Planetarium. In the gift
shop I was smitten by a
telescope (no, it didn’t fall
on me, but its brass fittings
and hardwood tripod found
the way to my heart).
Then I learned it was on a
closeout special and the
deed was done.
Now it is looking for a new
home. Sale price was $200
plus tax and shipping. I
am asking for $150. This
is NOT an astronomical
telescope – it is called
Harbormaster and is intended, I believe, for scanning
the horizon for arriving sailboats. Further details are on
BrassBinnacle.com.
Fred Gluckson, 248-788-8066 or fgluckson@cs.com
It does look nice in one’s living room. In fact I have had
more fun looking AT it than THROUGH it. (3-2012)

Meade #775 Hard Carrying
Case for ETX-125.

Brand new, never been used.
Received as a gift but not for the
right telescope. Cost $200 new
asking $75. Would like it to find
a good home where it would be
useful. (2-2013)
Dick Gala (248) 549-5238).
e-mail: rrgala@med.wayne.edu
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Object of the Month - NGC404:
NGC 404 is an elliptical galaxy in the constellation Andromeda and is sometimes referred to as Mirach’s
Ghost. This unusual moniker results from the galaxy’s remarkable proximity to the 2nd magnitude
star Mirach (beta Andromedae), which is less than 7’ away. As such, it offers a faint ghostly visage
reminiscent of its nearby namesake. It is about 4’ in size, has an integrated magnitude of 10.3, and a
Hubble Sequence Class of E0, although some sources identify it as an S0 lenticular galaxy.
Locating NGC 404 is a trivial matter, as it is incredibly close to a star that is readily visible to the naked
eye even under the most light polluted conditions. Making matters even easier is the fact that this star is
already familiar to most amateur astronomers as the brighter of the two “pointer stars” used for visually
determining the position of the famous Andromeda Galaxy, M31. Despite the ease of locating Mirach’s
Ghost, actually viewing it can be a fair amount trickier. The relatively faint glow of this object is often
overwhelmed by its much brighter neighbor, and the typical tactics employed by galaxy viewers, such
as tapping of the telescope tube and averted vision are less effective than normal. Other approaches
may prove more fruitful, however, including the use of higher power to increase the apparent separation
between the two objects, use of a narrow field eyepiece to better enable one to place Mirach out of the
field of view, or the use of an occulting eyepiece to blot out the portion of the field that contains the star.
In larger apertures special methods are rarely necessary, as often NGC 404 is visible with direct vision
regardless of the glare imparted by its adjacent partner. At low magnifications, the galaxy appears as
a meager smudge of light trailing Mirach. Higher power reveals that the Ghost is more than a mere
optical effect (a bit of stray stellar light dancing across the eyepiece?) but it is instead an object with an
appearance more obviously that of an elliptical galaxy.
- Chuck Dezelah
This column is a recently added feature written with the intention of introducing a new object each month that is visible from
Stargate Observatory using a moderate-sized telescope typical of beginner and intermediate level amateur astronomers. In
particular, special focus will be given to objects that are not among the common objects with which most observers are already
familiar, but instead articles will mainly give attention to “hidden gems” or underappreciated attributes of the night sky.

Members are encouraged to join the Warren Astronomical Society Yahoo Group
for messages, photo posting and more.
Special Notice:

Annual WAS Banquet

The Warren Astronomical Society Annual Banquet will be on Saturday, Dec. 8th this year, at DeCarlos
Banquet and Conference Center in Warren, MI. It is at the NE corner of 10 Mile Road and Mound Road
in Warren, MI. Note that it is not on the third Thursday of the month, and there will be no WAS meeting
on the third Thursday of December. We are having the banquet on a Saturday in the hope that more
people and their spouses will be able to attend. The dinner will be buffet style, and there will be a bar,
but alcoholic drinks will be paid for individually. The open bar was eliminated to help keep the cost of
the banquet down.
The event begins at 6:30 pm and dinner will be served at 7:30 pm. The cost is $35.00 per person.
However, there is a discount of $5.00 (or a total of $30.00 per person) if paid by December 3rd at the
Cranbrook meeting. The treasurer will accept your payment and reservation at any meeting, beginning
immediately. You may pay in cash or by check. If you are bringing a spouse or other guest, please
submit their name with your name when you pay.
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FREE Telescope
Meade 230 60mm f/11 with 25mm eyepiece, finder, and fairly good tripod. Presumably rarely used.
Contact both bevniedelson@gmail.com and rmg@wmis.net
Detroit area delivery would be at a Warren Astronomical Society meeting.
2013 Officer Elections

Our annual election for officers of the Warren Astronomical Society will be at our Cranbrook meeting on
Monday, November 5.
We have seven officers that comprise the board of the society. Each officer is elected for a one-year term,
and can stay in that office for a maximum of two consecutive terms. At present, all seven of our officers
are in their first year in their current position. All seven of them are running for re-election. They are:
President - Jon Blum
First Vice President (programming) - Diane Hall
Second Vice President (observatory) - Riyad Matti
Treasurer - Dale Partin
Secretary - Dale Thieme
Publications (newsletter) - Debra Chaffins
Outreach - Bob Berta
Any club member can run for any office. If you would like to run, it would be helpful if you would
submit your name and the office you would like to run for, to the board in advance, by sending an email
to board@warrenastro.org. However, that advance notice is not required, and any member can be
nominated at the election meeting on November 5, to run against any of the above listed current officers
running for re-election.
Board members are expected to attend monthly board meetings from 6:30 to 7:30 PM on the first Monday
of every month at Cranbrook, the hour before our regular Cranbrook general meetings. Board members
also need to keep up with board business frequently discussed by emails. For the specific duties of each
officer, see our bylaws on our website, or email any questions to board@warrenastro.org.
Only paid-up members of the society are allowed to vote at the election.

Everything is theoretically impossible, until it is done.
One could write a history of Science in reverse by
assembling the solemn pronouncements of highest
authority about what could not be done and could
never happen.
~ Robert Heinlein
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THE

WELL AT THE

WORLD’S

END

No, it is not the mediaeval-style phantasy by William
Morris (1896), but actually in Section 17, Lowell
Township, Michigan. When this year Savant Bertin
and Dr Partin lectured before the Grand Rapids
Astronomical Association, they came first to their
jumping-off place and rustic lodging, Kissing Rock
Farm. The former, man of West Bloomfield, did not
really fit in. The latter, once keeper of goats in Ray
Township, did. Both, however, probably thought
when alighting at the unpaved driveway at a
house that could have been from GREEN ACRES
on a good day, or Michael Harrington’s “the other
America” on a bad day: “No, Toto, we’re not in
Pleasant Ridge anymore.”

cattle would take shade in the afternoon, and went
so far down they put the front road above grade
and came (too) close to the home-built garage. A
small plain was created of fine gravel with a fierce
percolation rate, i.e. a desert.
God commanded me, “Make the desert bloom,”
but I answered, “Just hold on a bit. There are more
important things on the agenda.”

I bought a really long treated 4X4 and a bundle
of treated fence posts, and it cost me a bundle.
Somehow I got the centre-piece 4X4 from Lowell,
tied to the top of a station wagon, taking the main
highway out of town when I should have used
country roads given a probable violation of the
Vehicle Code. The mega-4X4 was the gnomon,
the shadow casting spire. If I had a derrick and
a flatbed truck it would have been a 6X6. The
Socio-economics are not the most important fence posts were the “Aubrey poles,” a corruption
distinguishing factors. Sunday breakfasts are all- of Aubrey Holes around Stonehenge. I located
you-can-eat -- and open bar. The barn is in good the approximate middle of the (un)fruited plain.
shape for a ca. 1906 family farm. Reforestation Since it was spring I was able to burrow far down
efforts rival those of the Jewish National Fund. On with a clamshell post hole digger and somehow,
the distaff side, the plumbing may be a bit primitive. Lord only knows and I cannot recall, planted the
The people could be characters in Faulkner gnomon by myself, which to-day would mean a trip
novels from whom every eccentricity, translation: to Emergency. It was made vertical with a spirit
madness, or downright socio-pathology is the level and a lot of putzing around with fill dirt.
norm. The furniture is, to be kind, well worn
in. But even more strange things await. In the The Aubrey Poles took much more time: the
brooding Teutonic forest to the east of the house passage of seasons. The poles are emplaced
in which Wagner would have been at ease, lies . . so the flat tops are at eye level when I am on my
knees. There are five of them. When looking at the
. Woodhenge.
rising or setting Sun from the tops of the Aubrey
On the Salisbury Plain in timber deficient England Poles, the Gnomon occults the solar disc on:
they make things from stone. In mid-North America, -- Spring/ Autumn Equinoxes
lumber excess and absolutely no skill at monolith -- Winter Solstice
carving, huge astronomical instruments are made -- Sunset on the Summer Solstice.
of wood. Besides, it is a lot cheaper.
There is no provision for observing sunrise on
I constructed Woodhenge in 1983 inspired by a Summer Solstice because of the tall, dense
show at the Chaffee Planetarium more than ten trees along Kissing Rock Road and the hill
years earlier, on Stonehenge. It is far from the only beyond. Watching sunset over the Aubrey Pole
suchlike wooden structure; I have seen pictures at the September and March Equinoxes is dodgy
of others, but the one at the farm is the largest to because the house is on a rise to the west, ruining
my knowledge, at least thirty years ago. Per the the horizon, but somewhat reasonable.
oral history of the now octogenarian farmboy who
grew up here, in the 1940s his parents sold sand One notes “Gnomon.” The pylon at centre of
to the Kent County Road Commission from the Woodhenge has other uses than sighting the rise/
S.E. corner of Kissing Rock Farm. As Al said years set of the Sun. It is also a sundial, albeit of very
ago, “They took too much.” The excavations carried limited application.
(continued)
away a small hillock with a grove of trees where
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There are three truncated fence post 4X4s due
north of the Gnomon, little short jobs. At local
noon on the two Solstices and two Equinoxes the
shadow of the Gnomon is, or rather was, across
centre of the top of the appropriate 4X4. In setting
the timbers out, one had to work with dispatch in
digging the post-hole at time of shortest shadow
because the Sun moves pretty fast, and then too
late. Planting the noon posts is something one
should plan to do a couple of days before the
actual Solstice or Equinox because of possible
cloudiness, especially in December in these parts,
but if memory serves I was able to deploy the Winter
Equinox post -- the one ‘way north of the Gnomon
-- in 1983. The tops of the three noon posts were
deeply scored with a chisel where the Gnomon’s
shadow fell, although December’s shadow, far
from the Gnomon, was pretty blurred. Put down
said uncertainty to one more disadvantage of
living in the mid-northern latitudes.

there may be mass concentations in the glacial till
beneath Lowell Township displacing the uprights
or the Gnomon. There is also isostasy, the slow
rebound of the Earth’s crust in the wake of the last
glacial retreat.
2) At start of this report there was mention of
a “brooding Teutonic forest,” a more serious
problem. There was no way the Ross family was
going to leave untouched the Woodhenge land
in its heroic reforestation programme. Pines and
poplars were planted all around Woodhenge. At
first very small, these trees have become a wood,
and Wood . . . henge has disappeared! From the
roads and even the house and, presumably, even
from the air, this mighty astronomical instrument
is substantially invisible. How to observe the
sunrises and sunsets from the Aubrey poles? To
put it mildly, with difficulty.

It is necessary to record that a dear friend, Nathan
Next year will be thirty years of Woodhenge, Henry Brunhoff, buried his old dog near the
although I might start celebrating in December by Gnomon before setting out for law school and a
“hoisting a jar” to the Sun on the clearest noontime better life in San Diego in 1986. I naturally viewed
closest to the Solstice. One can always repeat the this function of Woodhenge as a high commission.
cheer the following Winter Solstice, like having
first and second night of Passover, in case of a So, comrades, who walks amongst you is a man
who builds on a Pharaonic scale. The timbers are
botch the first time around.
treated with toxic chromates and arsenates, so it
There are two exogenous variables which have may last an aeon. When our impossibly distant
affected Woodhenge since the first Reagan relatives are mystified by the near-by James C.
administration (or fourth Trudeau government). Veen Observatory, they will come upon this lasting
monument to the seasonal motion of the Sun and
Worrisome developments:
instantly grasp its application -- and wonder about
1) After a passage of a few years I noticed the the mighty race which conceived it.
Gnomon’s shadow crossings on the noon posts
G. M. Ross
were not where I marked them in the middle 1980s.
Lowell,
Mich.
This effect I attribute to a change in the Earth’s
15th of October, 2012
axial tilt. Absent an astronomical hypothesis,

Oakland Astronomy Club Newsletter
http://oaklandastronomy.ulmb.com/oacnews.html

Clear skies, - Bill MacIntosh
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Reminder to all members:

We need your help to continue having snacks
at the meetings. For full details on how to
volunteer, what we need, or compensation,
please email Sheila at scrapsalotsmb@yahoo.
com or use the signup form on our website.
Napkins and cups are now provided by the club.
•
•
•
•
•

Suggested snacks:
Two to three packs of cookies or similar
sweet snacks
One to two packs of salty snacks
(pretzels or chips)
Optionally, one pack of small candies
Two to three 2-liter bottles of pop or juice
One bottle of water

2012 Stargate Observatory Open House
November 17, December 15, January 12
2012 WAS Meetings
Cranbrook Meetings: 1st Mondays
November 5, December 3, January 7
Macomb Meetings: 3rd Thursdays
November 15, January 17
No December Macomb Meeting

Astronomical Phenomena
November 2012

d h
1 14
1 15
2 1
2 8
7 0
7 0
8 4
11 10
11 14
12 1
12 18
13 22
14 10
14 10
15 2
15 16
16 9
16 23
17 4
17 16
20 14
20 17
23 10
26 23
27 1
27 20
28 14
28 19
28 21
29 1
29 15

Aldebaran 4.3S of Moon
Moon at apogee
Jupiter 0.8N of Moon Occn
Moon furthest North (21.0)
LAST QUARTER
Mercury stationary
Regulus 5.7N of Moon
Neptune stationary
Venus 5.0N of Moon
Spica 0.7N of Moon
Occn
Saturn 4.1N of Moon
NEW MOON
Eclipse
Mercury 0.9S of Moon Occn
Moon at perigee
Antares 5.8S of Moon
Moon furthest South (-21.0)
Mars 3.9S of Moon
Pluto 0.0N of Moon
Occn
Venus 3.8N of Spica
Mercury inferior conjunction
FIRST QUARTER
Neptune 5.9S of Moon
Uranus 4.8S of Moon
Mercury stationary
Venus 0.5S of Saturn
Mars 4.5S of Pluto
FULL MOON
Eclipse
Moon at apogee
Aldebaran 4.2S of Moon
Jupiter 0.6N of Moon Occn
Moon furthest North (21.0)

All times are in UTC

Observatory Rules
1. Closing time depends on weather, etc.
2. May be closed one hour after opening time if no
members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements, such
as late arrival time. Call 586-992-0498.
4. An alternate person may be appointed to open.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the
scheduled open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation
depending on weather or staff availability.
7. Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no
later than 2 hours before starting time in case of
date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least 2
hours before the posted opening with any questions.
Later emails may not be receivable.
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent
the open house... the plan is to be there even if it
is clouded over. Often, the weather is cloudy, but it
clears up as the evening progresses.
- Riyad Matti, 2nd VP
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W.A.S. History S.I.G.

November/December 1970
The Skonieczny issue: Three articles by Tim
Skonieczny: Auriga: the Cygnus of the Winter
Sky, Telescopes - Part I, and Meteor Watch November Through February. Plus one by Frank
McCullough: Observational Astronomy M76. I
found the Auriga article interesting in light of the
recent completion of the eclipse event of Eps Aur
(a 3 year event on a 27 year cycle).
November 1975
With the sun rising later in the morning this
time of year, Carl Noble shares the joys of early
morning observing in Observers Corner: “Five
O’clock in the Morning”. Garry Boyd promotes
radio astronomy with The Sounds in the Sky
Are A Natural High. And Ray Bullock takes us
on a grand tour of planetarium programs around
Michigan in Planetarium Gazing (is this a subset
of armchair astronomy?).

November 1976
The “reprint issue” This issue features a
tongue-in-cheek article: How to Make a Cheap
Cassegrain Mirror from Knotty Pine -Reprinted
from another well known (but not disclosed
in this issue) newsletter. The Unveiling of
Venus: Hot and Stifling looks like it’s reprinted
from somewhere (Science News). Finally we
have Science and Pseudoscience: Response
-reprinted from Science News.
November 1981
Louis J. Faix announces the Warren Astronomical
Society is attempting to establish a double star
group in Double Star Program. I have to add, from
a recent conversation with Joe Tocco, anyone
attending the open house at Stargate should
seek out Riyad Matti. He can show you some
real gems in double stars. Later in this issue,
Kenneth Kelly tackles the debate in Creation or
Evolution?
In other, more recent history...
Thanks to the help from W.A.S. (and from other
clubs, I understand) members, Doug Bock has
resurrected the Northern Cross Observatory.
Well done to all involved.
Photos courtesy of Doug Bock and Dale Thieme
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Treasurer’s Report

$32.95 magazine subscription
INCOME
$124.00 new memberships and renewals

September 30, 2012
MEMBERSHIP
We currently have 115 members (29 of which are
family memberships).

$46.52 donations for snacks

INCOME AND EXPENDITURES (SUMMARY)
We took in $328.97 and spent $83.62. We have
$9935.41 in the bank and $227.96 in cash, totaling
$10163.37.

$32.95 magazine subscription

COSTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
$50.67 snack reimbursements (included an infrequent
purchase of paper products)

$4316.50 Total donated to date for new telescope
and mount
- Dale Partin

$40.50 donations for Stargate

$85.00 sold 17 planispheres (at Astronomy at the
Beach)

Photo and Article Submissions
We at your WASP want to include your photos and articles. After all, this is YOUR publication!
To share your photos for submission in the WASP, please email them to
publications@warrenastro.org
Please include some captions for your photos along with your name and dates taken.
Double Star Report for the 25th of October
16” Borr Telescope

sec. away from the primary -- and the giveaway
is the Position Angle: 350 deg. (1924). That star
IS on BOREALIS, per above, but apparently when
THETA AURIGAE -- At 240X very close, 300 compiled D was not recognised as part of Theta’s
degrees P.A., White/ mauve. Plotted double system in spite of a P.A. from 1840. (No change,
on ATLAS OF THE HEAVENS and ATLAS incidentally.). At one hundred and thirty seconds
BOREALIS (with 9th mag. star immediately to N.) and stationary, maybe no longer regarded as part
But Hirshfeld and Sinnott enumerate much more of the system? Compiler’s error or judgement?
to Theta. The A star is “A” class in keeping with
my colour impression. AB are 4 arc-sec. apart @ BETA 1053 AURIGAE -- At 125X, very wide ~ 240
313 degrees P.A., and this pair is moving relative deg. P.A. Yellowish A star. My obs’n was incorrect,
to each other: they were 2 arc-sec. @ P.A. 6 however. The system is 7/ 9 mags., 1.4 arc-sec.
deg. a century earlier. My impression is the two @ P.A. 350 deg. (1959). The pair had been graducomponents have moved little in 35 yrs. Then the ally opening for over 70 years -- but not nearly fast
unexpected companions: AC is 10.6 mag. 50 arc- enough to justify my result! What has happened
sec. away, P.A. 300 deg. (1939), which should be to the separation in fifty years is impossible to say
easy to see, but as usual not knowing something and 125X even with such a big glass might not
might be there means prejudice. AC experienced be sufficient to pick up the B if they were closing
very little change in Position Angle since 1852. again. The primary is “F” class in keeping with the
A. BOREALIS was late enough in publication to colour impression, however.
have included C. The D star is 9.1 mag., 131 arc- G. M. Ross
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WAS Board meeting, October 1, 2012

Open houses have been well attended. Looking at
schedule for next year.

Jon Blum called the meeting to order at 6:35
Board members present were: Jon Blum, Diane
Hall, Dale Partin, Bob Berta, Debra Chaffins,
Riyad Matti
Visitors: Brian Klaus, Ken Bertin
Reports:
1st VP: Sidewalk Astronomy event has been
locked in to April 12. Official GLAAC event.
October Open House is on Astronomy Day.

Publications: WASP is out. No complaints on
the size of the WASP now that it’s in print quality
instead of the smallest file size.
Old Business:
Diane Hall moved that we provide a $100 speaker
fee plus transportation expense and dinner to our
Annual Banquet Speaker (Dr. Claude Pruneau),
Dale Partin seconded, motion passed.

New Stickers: Tabled until we get updates on
Treasurer: We spent more on snacks last month prices and quantities.
due to buying supplies.
Concerning 501c3 status, Diane reported the
Sold 17 Planisphere’s at Astronomy on the Beach paperwork appears complete and will be emailed
to Marty for the lawyer to review.
Outreach: Bob did a talk for 7 & 8th Grades at
Skyline Park & Retreat in Almont. Short talk with New Business:
no telescopes, and it was well received and expect Awards and information for the plaques confirmed
for the banquet. Still need exact wording.
to be invited back.
Dave Bailey, Lee Hartwell, Bob Berta gave a talk
at St. Peter’s Lutheran Church in Warren for the
congregation.
2nd VP: We need to mark the step in the
observatory better. Our first choice is yellow tape
with Bob can provide.

We need to get submissions in for the 2013
calendar. They should be sent to Phil Martin.
Looking into Kickstarter or Indigogo to help raise
money for the mount for our telescope.
End time: 7:16

Upcoming Talks

November 5
C
David DeBruyn
Astronomy’s 1st Golden Age of Discovery - 1890-1930
				Election of Officers for 2013
November 15

M

Larry Phipps		

Astronomical Space Observatories II

December 3

C

Michael Foerster

Space X/Dragon Missions

Annual Banquet

Dr. Claude Pruneau - Mysteries of Mars

December 8
December 20

		
M

January 7 C		

No Macomb Meeting in December
Riyad Matti		

Riyad’s Refractors
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WAS General Meeting, Cranbrook
October 1, 2012 Time: 7:31
Officer Reports:
President: We have a great club with lots of hard
workers who did a wonderful job at Astronomy At
The Beach at Kensington a week ago.
• Thank you to every member who set up a
telescope, worked at our club table, and talked
to the public about astronomy.
• Two people who put in especially long hours
at our club table were Diane Hall and Connie
Trembly.
• Some of the people who stood out in the cold by
their telescopes for hours on Saturday evening
were Bill Beers, Mike O’Dowd, Dick Gala,Jim
Shedlowsky, and Steve Uitti
• Two of our members who spent months
planning the event were Diane Hall and Dave
D’Onofrio
• Chuck Dezelah managed our planisphere
sales, which were his idea last year.
• Others who worked at AATB included Bob
Trembley, Jonathan Kade, Dale Thieme, Doug
Bock, Steve Green, Joe Tocco, Lee Hartwell,
Ken Bertin, Bob Berta, and Larry Phipps.
• If I left anybody out raise your hand or email
me to remind me and thank you.
• Elections will be held at the November
Cranbrook meeting. All seven current officers
ARE running for re-election. Any other
members can run against the current officers
for any office, so if you would like to run, please
email board@warrenastro.org.
1VP: Mike Simonsen will be presenting Variable
Stars, the AAVSO and You at the October Macomb
Meeting.
2VP: Last open house on Sept 21 had 50 people.
Next Open House is Oct 20. Expecting at least
2 scout groups, and would appreciate members
attend to assist. Finalizing schedule for next year
and will likley move to second Saturday of each
month. Still waiting on our telescope to be delivered.

Treasurer: $10,163 in assests, $4316 of which
are for the new telescope and mount.
Banquet is coming up, please pay tonight if you
can. $30 per person if paid in advance.
Publications: Debra reported the WASP is out on
our website.
Outreach: Bob talked about two excellent talks he
participated in in September.
Bob gave a talk for 7 & 8th Grades at Skyline Park
& Retreat in Almont. It was a short talk with no
telescopes but he did point out several naked eye
objects. The presentation was well received and
expect to be invited back.
Dave Bailey, Lee Hartwell, Bob Berta gave a
talk at St. Peter’s Lutheran Church in Warren for
the congregation thanks to the pastor who is an
amateur astronomer. This event will also be held
again due to the success of the event.
SIG Reports:
Discussion Group: Meets every fourth Thursday at Gary
Gathen’s home. Details in elsewhere in the WASP.
Solar Group: Two moderately large spots and
a CME that sent some northern lights our way.
Missed being hit by a larger CME on the far side
of the sun.
Most of the new solar scope has been installed.
Hoping for first viewing on the Sunday in November.
No charge for WAS members.
Astronomical League: Chuck Dezelah reminded
the members to take advantage of the Astronomical
League’s observing programs.
GLAAC: Astronomy at the Beach was a success.
Thanks to all who helped. We are doing a fantastic
job representing our group.
Gary Ross presented a poem written by Mark
John Christensen in 2003
(continued)
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Speaker’s Corner - November 5, Cranbrook
For November’s Cranbrook meeting, the W.A.S. is happy to welcome Dave DeBruyn from the Grand
Rapids Amateur Astronomical Association. Dave will present to us Astronomy’s First Golden Age
of Discovery - 1890-1950. The presentation focuses on the amazing discoveries of the nature
of our own galaxy and others by Holden, Curtis, Hubble, Hale, Shapley and others late in the 19th
century and early in the 20th. Dave will also show how developing technology and the era of the
great reflecting telescopes contributed to these scientific advances.
Dave DeBruyn was managing curator of the Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids from
1964 until 2003, and continues to work at the planetarium part time on special projects as Curator
Emeritus. He has been on the board of directors of the Grand Rapids Amateur Astronomical
Association since 1965 and has been Association president for the past four years. He helps to
maintain and operate the James C. Veen Observatory with fellow GRAAA members and friends.
He’s written a periodic column about astronomy and current sky events called “West Michigan
Skies” since 1965, and has also contributed articles to various astronomy and planetarium journals.
Dave holds a masters in astronomy from the University of Michigan, and has been an ardent
astronomy enthusiast for over a half century, having made his first significant observations as a
14-year-old with a 4 inch Dynascope in 1955. (“I have a hard time believing it was that long ago,”
he said. “What a ride!”)
WAS General Meeting (continued)

•

In The News
• Playboy reprises a 1990 interview with Stephen
Hawking
• Chandra Xray Observatory shows Milky Way
is surrounded by halo of hot gas.
• Asteroid Vets’s hydrogen suggest waterdelivery role.
• Solar Maximum? Oh, you just missed it.
• California Space Law boosts business, not
safety.
• Meet the man who gave the Mars Rover its
eyes.

•
•

Mars was once covered in hip-deep flowing
water.
Space surgery possible with zero gravity tools
Astronomers discover huge comet hurtling
towards us.

Presentation: Tonight’s main talk by Dale Partin
is about ultraviolet light, and the announcement
we received by email said “Sunscreen will not be
provided” Dermatologists are not allowed to learn
about ultraviolet light without wearing sunscreen,
so Jon brought his own.
End time: 10:05

Seven Ponds Open Invitation
WAS members are invited to The Seven Ponds Astronomy Club monthly meetings. More information
about upcoming meetings, maps to Seven Ponds Nature Center, etc. is available at http://bhmich.
com/sevenpondsac/. Please let me know if you might attend so that appropriate plans can be
made. Any questions, please contact me.
- John Lines
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Speaker’s Corner - November 15, Macomb
For our Macomb meeting on the this month, Larry Phipps will return for the second half of
his Astronomical Space Observatories presentation; he presented the first half to us at July’s
Cranbrook meeting. Larry explains in his own words:
“We have always looked to the stars. We are a curious species. We came, we saw, we conquered
- with telescopes! Although the Earth atmosphere reflects and distorts light from space, we have,
in recent years, lifted our observatories above this veil. Optical and some infrared and radio
wavelengths are transparent through our atmosphere, but energy sources that are absorbed and
unable to be seen include harmful Gamma Rays, X-Rays, and ultraviolet wavelengths. These are
the wavelengths that carry most of the information from the Universe.
Space observatories provide the sharpest images of the cosmos that current technology allows
and uncover aspects of the Universe that would otherwise be undetectable by humans. A large
number of observatories have been launched into orbit, and most of them have greatly enhanced
our knowledge of the cosmos.
Since my first memories of looking to the sky clutching my little field guide to the stars, the
mysteries of the universe have haunted me. Time passed me by, I wandered to other pursuits.
As we walked past the “Discover” store my wife noticed me looking at the telescopes on display.
“Go ahead, you know you’ve always wanted one.” I bought it.
I found WAS. Although I was sorely ignorant of astronomical trivialities, I found a way to learn, as
well as express myself utilizing modern technology through presentations at our monthly meetings.
Hoping that others may be as visually stimulated as I, I have presented a variety of topics such
as “Arp’s Peculiar Galaxies, Revisited”, “Tube Hopping On the Interplanetary Superhighway”,
“The Antikythera Mechanism”, “Cassini, There And Back Again”, “The 10 Greatest Astronomical
Discoveries of the Last 35 Years” as well as many others. I am pleased, and honored to be invited
back to present another topic of interest to me, and I hope to others.”
WAS Discussion Group
Change in Discussion Group Date and Location for November
Every November, the Discussion Group meeting date is changed, in order to avoid a conflict with
Thanksgiving Day. The location is also changed, since November is the only month that the meeting
is not held at Gary Gathen’s home.
Discussion Group is a chance to chat informally with WAS members, with no formal agenda or
organized topics. Snacks will be provided, so there is no need for you to bring anything to the
November meeting.
The November Discussion Group will be on Monday, November 19, from 8 to 11 PM, at the home of
Jon Blum in Farmington Hills. Address and directions will be sent to you by email about one week in
advance. If you do not receive that information, you can email president@warrenastro.org for details.
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WAS General Meeting, Macomb,
October 18, 2012

No Macomb meeting in December.
Banquet December 8.

Jon Blum called the meeting to order at: 7:30.
There were 34 members present.

Contact Diane if you would like to give a short or
long presentation

Officer Reports:

2VP:
Riyad Matti – Next observatory date for Stargate
is in two days, October 20. Riyad will be there
starting at 7:30 PM.

President:
Jon Blum mentioned a Teach Astronomy Program
offered by the University of Arizona (www.
teachastronomy.com). He reminded the members
that the annual election of club officers will be in 2½
weeks, at our Cranbrook meeting on November 5.
Ken Bertin will run the election. All seven current
officers ARE running for re-election. Any other
members can run against the current officers for
any office, so if you would like to run, please email
board@warrenastro.org. Only paid members may
vote at the election on November 5. Details of
the election are in the current issue of our WASP
newsletter online.
Club calendars for 2013 will again be produced by
Phil Martin. Email your astrophotos directly to Phil
for the calendar drpdmartin@hotmail.com. Order
your calendar by paying $15 to the treasurer now.
1VP: Diane Hall – speaker schedule
November 5
David DeBruyn –
Astronomy Golden Age of Discovery 1890-1930
Election of officers for 2013
November 15
Larry Phipps – Astronomical Space Observatories
December 3
Michael Foerster – Topic to be announced

Treasurer:
Dale Partin – We have 115 members. We have
$10,163 of which $4316 is donations for our new
telescope and mount. Details of the treasurer’s
report are in the WASP each month.
Outreach:
Diane Hall reported that a new outreach event is
planned for April at Macomb Community College,
in recognition of their new observatory. Macomb
College hopes to make this an annual event.
In The News:
• First Planet found in star system next door
• First puffy, ‘warm Jupiter’ spotted
• Black glass holds first Mars soil sample on
Earth
• Exomoons may give us first glimpse of
habitable worlds
• Japan asteroid trip will star upgraded bouncing
robot
• Build a Mars base with a box of engineered
bugs
• SpaceX gets serious with first crucial supply
mission.
Presentation:
Variable Stars The AAVSO ...and You - Mike
Simonsen
The meeting ended at: 9:37
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